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A CNDC calculation
the lowest

is performed on formaldehyde and formaldehyde-water
in the ground state and in
excited
state.
The Ii bonds in the ground state and in the excited state are very similar although
is a little weaker.
This difference corresponds
to the blue shift th the n - 7;-’transition in lrhich

the latter
the Franck-Condon

principle

seems

to play only 8 minor role.

The last few years have brought an increasing
production of semi-empirical
MO calculations
using all valence electrons.
Without attaching
too much value to the quantitative aspects, we
can say that these ca!culations provide interesting comparisons with older purely qualitative
ideas. E.g. calculations on simple carbonyl
compounds show that the carbonyl u bond is about
as polar as the B bond Cl], while in earlier calculations often a non-polar o bond is assumed.
Polar u bond is also found in abinitio calculations
[2]. The CNDO method [3,4] has been applied
to several H bonded systems [5], and comparison
with ab initio results shows that it is rather successful in this respect [6]. As this method also
works reasonably well for excited state [‘7,8], it
seems that an application to H bonding in an excited state would be meaningful. The system
we have chosen is formaldehyde-water,
for which
an extensive ground-state calculation has already
been published by Schuster [5]. As is well known
the blue shift in the carbonyl n - ri* transition
in going from aprotic to H bonding solvents is
attributed to a wekening
of the H bond in the
excited state compared with the ground state [2,9].
We use the original parametrisation
known as
CNTIO/2 [4]. The ground_state is treated in a
closed-shell
calculation.
From the different ways
of treating an excited state we choose the unrestricted open-shell method, which can be applied to the (Y(Y-component of the lowest triplet
state 141. However, at the level of the CNLIO approximation there is no separation between singlet and triplet states [8] because the relevant
integrals are omitted. Therefor we shall not attempt to distinguish between the two. For the
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ground state we use the same experimental
bond
lengths as Schuster
[5] while those for the excited state are taken from Herzberg [lOI (see
table 1). We assume in both cases an HCH-angle
of 1200, which is very close to the experimehtai
value. The ground state is planar. For the excited state we varied the angle (Y behveen the

Fig. 1. Energy curves for H bonding between formaldehyde and water (configuration I); full line : ground
state: broken line : excitsd stite.
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CO bond and the CH2 plane, which gives a minfor the total energy of HzCO for cp = 27.50
(experiment: 350). As shown by Kroto and Santry
[7] this value is very sensitive to the value chosen for the HCH-angle. However, as the energy
differences are rather small this will probably
r,ot affect the H bonding properties. From the
results of Schuster [5] we know that within limits
of about rt 750 the ground state II bond energy is
rather insensitive to the angle between the CO
bond and the water OH. We found the sbarnefor
the excited state. Therefore, we shall take the
carbonyl bond and the H bond on a straight line.
Rotation of the water OH not involved in the H
bond is found to be unimportant.
imum

for formaldehyde-water.
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Energy curves for the two remaining configuration% I and II are given in figs. 1 and 2. For II
the 00-distance is fixed on the energy minimum
of I.
The’most striking feature of figs. 1 and 2 is
that the H bonds in the ground state and the excited state are very similar. There is very little
difference in the configuration that gives optimal
stabilisation, while the H bond in the excited
state is only slightly weaker. The ground state
H bond is too strong (as is the case in most
CUD0 calcul@ions [5]) while the 00-distance
is about 0.2 -4 too short [ll]. The charge distributions are given in table 2. We see that in the
ground state both the carbonyl T and the u bond
are polar in the direction C+O’. For H bonding
the zr bond becomes more polar, accompanied
by a back donation of electrons in the o plane.
The water molecule gains a net charge of about
0.03 electrons, mainly at the cost of the carbon
and the hydrogens. The excited state calculation
shows qualitatively the same features for H bonding except that we now start with a much less
polar carbon31 bond due to the n- sic transition
It is interesting that this greatly reduced polarity
does not affect the H bond more seriously.
Finally we give the n- I * transition energies
in table 3. Looking first at formaldehyde we see
that AE calculated with the experimental geometries is a little too small. According to the
Franck-Cond,n principle [S] the maximum of the

Fig. 2. Energy curves foq motion of the H atom (configuration II; Qyoo = 2.56 A); full line : ground state;
broken line : excited state.
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Table 3
Energy differences between ground state and lowest excited state of formddehyde.
minimum of II

exp. geom.
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H2CO. - * HOH
experimental a) : H2CO
H2CQ -..HOH

AE (sv)
ground-state

geom .

2.71

S-T
s-s
s-s

3.69

2.76
3.12

3.75
(3.12 - 3.44)
4.20
(3.51- 5.39)
4.30

3.51

H bonded refers to the

exe. state

geom.
2.19

2.26
(2.07 - 5.39)

a) Ref. [IO].

absorption bond is determined by the ground
state geometry, because there is no time for
nuclear rearrangement duriug the transition. The
A&Jvalue calculated in this way is again of the
right order of magnitude. In emission the S-S
band extends to higher wave length than in absorption [lo] which is consistent with the smaller AE
value we find using the excited state geometry.
In all cases a blue shift of about 0.06 eV is predicted on H bonding. This compares reasouabIy
well with the shift in the maximum of the S-S
absorption band. It has been assumed earlier
that the Franck-Condon principle is important
in determining the blue shift PZj, and in the ease
of acetone this is supported by some experimental evidence [9f. Our calculations on formaldehydewater, where the geometries giving maximum
stability in the ground state and in the excited
state are about the same, do not conform to this
idea. Apart from this last feature we can conclude
that the CN’DOcalculations are in general consistent with the older purely qualitative picture
of the blue shift.
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